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• Binary black holes and scattering experiments

• Black holes from binary neutron stars

• From star collisions to particle collisions

Three little pieces



∇∗
νFµν = 0, (Maxwell eqs. : induction, zero div.)

The goals of numerical relativity
Numerical relativity solves Einstein equations in those regimes in 
which no approximation is expected to hold.We build codes 
which we consider as “theoretical laboratories”.
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Rµν = 0
How difficult can that be?

The Einstein equations in vacuum reduce to





•used in data analysis
•compute the properties of the 
merger: kick, final spin, final mass...
•can estimate to % precision final 
mass and spin without simulations

All information is in waveforms



Understanding the recoil

At the end of the simulation and unless the spins are equal, 
the final black hole will acquire a recoil velocity: aka “kick”. 

The emission of GWs 
is beamed and thus 
asymmetrical: the 
linear momentum 
radiated at an angle 
will not be 
compensated by the 
momentum after one 
orbit.

A simple mechanic analogue is 
offered by a rotary sprinkler
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Understanding the recoil

At the end of the simulation and unless the spins are equal, 
the final black hole will acquire a recoil velocity: aka “kick”. 

The emission of GWs 
is beamed and thus 
asymmetrical: the 
linear momentum 
radiated at an angle 
will not be 
compensated by the 
momentum after one 
orbit.

A simple mechanic analogue is 
offered by a rotary sprinkler

kick!



A simple exercise, or gedanken experiment that can be 
performed is to consider how the recoil changes in a system 
with varying degree of asymmetry.

Understanding the anti-kick

r0: !" (a1/a2=-4/4)

r2: !"  (a1/a2=-2/4)

r4: !.   (a1/a2=-0/4)

r6: !!  (a1/a2=2/4)

r8: !! (a1/a2=4/4)

Take 8 binaries with aligned 
spins and different amplitudes.



why do BHs 
“anti-kick”?
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Understanding the anti-kick

The basic conjecture: 

•At coalescence a single deformed BH is formed, i.e. a BH 
with an anisotropic distribution of mean curvature. 

•Asymptotically all of this curvature must be radiated to 
leave a Kerr (or Schwarzschild) BH

•The anisotropic emission of the distorted BH will reflect 
the anisotropic distribution of the curvature and dictate the 
directionality of the recoil.

LR, Macedo, Jaramillo, 2010



A useful example: head-on collision 
of unequal-mass nonspinning BHs

Consider two unequal-
mass  nonspinning BHs 
moving along the z-axis

The computed BH recoil is 
shown in the right panel and 
indicates a positive acceleration 
and then a negative one

x

y
z



Robinson-Trautman spacetimes

 The RT spacetime is the 
class of solutions of the 
vacuum Einstein equations 
admitting a congruence of 
null geodesics which are 
hypersurface orthogonal, 
shear-free but with 
expansion. The asymptotic 
state is Schwarzschild BH

In other words, a RT spacetime can be seen as an isolated 
nonspherical white hole emitting GWs. Modulo the fact that 
the apparent horizon shrinks rather than expand (i.e. it’s a past 
AH) it is a valuable tool to study radiation in nonlinear regimes



Using ID “reminiscent” of a head-on collision of BHs, we have 
looked at the evolution of the horizon curvature and of recoil.

The intrinsic curvature is different at the N-S poles and is radiated 
exponentially fast. When the curvature is uniform across the 
horizon, the acceleration stops and the recoil reaches its final value

In other words: we take a 
distorted white hole and 
compute the velocity of the 
final Schwarzschild BH

x = cos θ



extending the picture to generic spacetimes

In this way, local measures on  
give you access to measures at 
       and viceversa

H
+

I +

Jaramillo, LR et al PRD 2012a, 2012b

The exercise in RT spacetimes 
reveals that quantities on the 
horizon correlate with quantities 
at        (holographic view).
We have built a framework to 
investigate BH spacetimes via 
scattering experiments: 
use quantities on the BH 
horizon that correlate with 
those at null-infinity. 

I +



scattering experiments in BH spacetimes

K̃eff
z (t) ≡ −R2
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with linear momentum radiated at null infinity (decomposition 
of time integrals of             ; standard news functions)Ψ4(t,Ω)

Jaramillo, LR et al 2012a, 2012b



scattering experiments in BH spacetimes

The results of this correlation for the head-on collision of two 
non-spinning BHs with mass ratio 1:2 are shown below

This provides the evidence that the results obtained within a 
Robinson-Trautman spacetime extend also to binary BHs. 
Hence,      and       act as screens.H

+ I +
Jaramillo, LR et al PRD 2012a, 2012b



Binary Neutron Stars
Baiotti, Giacomazzo, LR, PRD (2008);  Baiotti, Giacomazzo, LR, 
CQG (2009);  Giacomazzo, LR, Baiotti, MNRAS (2009);  LR et al 
CQG (2010);  Giacomazzo, LR, Baiotti, PRD (2010);  Baiotti et al 
PRL (2010), LR et al, ApJL (2011); Baiotti et al, PRD (2011)



Why investigate binary neutron stars?

• We know they exist (as opposed 
to binary BHs) and are among the 
strongest sources of GWs
• We expect them related to 
SGRBs: energies released are 
huge: 1048-50 erg. Equivalent to 
what released by the whole 
Galaxy over ~ 1year : 

• Despite decades of observations 
no self-consistent model has yet 
been produced to explain them.

short GRB, 
artist impression 

(NASA)
•Go from an artist impression 
to a scientist impression 



The two-body problem in GR
•For BHs we know what to expect: 

BH + BH             BH + gravitational waves (GWs) 

All complications are in the intermediate stages; the rewards high: 
•studying the HMNS will show strong and precise imprint on the EOS 

•studying the BH+torus will tell us on the central engine of GRBs

•For NSs the question is more subtle: the merger leads to an 
hyper-massive neutron star (HMNS), ie a metastable equilibrium: 

NS + NS         HMNS + ... ?         BH + torus + ... ?         BH

NOTE: with advanced detectors we expect to have a realistic 
rate of ~40 BNSs inspirals a year, ie ~ 1 a week      (Abadie+ 2010)        



“merger           HMNS           BH + torus”

Quantitative differences are produced by:
- differences induced by the gravitational MASS: 

a binary with smaller mass will produce  a HMNS further away 
from the stability threshold and will collapse at a later time  

- differences induced by the EOS (“cold” or “hot”):
a binary with an EOS with large thermal capacity (ie hotter after 
merger) will have more pressure support and collapse later



Hot EOS: high-mass binary
M = 1.6 M⊙

Animations: Kaehler, Giacomazzo, Rezzolla





high-mass binary

the high internal energy (temperature) of 
the HMNS prevents a prompt collapse

the HMNS evolves on longer 
(radiation-reaction) timescale

low-mass binary
Waveforms: hot EOS



Imprint of the EOS: hot vs cold

There are clear differences for the same mass and for 
the same EOS: multidimensional parameter space



Imprint of the EOS: frequency domain
Andersson et al. (GRG 2009)

low-mass high-mass

D=100Mpc D=100Mpc

With sufficiently sensitive detectors, GWs will work 
as the Rosetta stone to decipher the NS interior



“merger           HMNS           BH + torus”

- differences induced by MAGNETIC FIELDS:
the angular momentum redistribution via magnetic braking or 
MRI can increase/decrease time to collapse 

- differences induced by RADIATIVE PROCESSES:
radiative losses will alter the equilibrium of the HMNS 

Quantitative differences are produced by:
- differences induced by the gravitational MASS: 

a binary with smaller mass will produce  a HMNS further away 
from the stability threshold and will collapse at a later time  

- differences induced by the EOS (“cold” or “hot”):
a binary with an EOS with large thermal capacity (ie hotter after 
merger) will have more pressure support and collapse later

- differences induced by MASS ASYMMETRIES:
tidal disruption before merger; may lead to prompt BH



Animations: Giacomazzo, Koppitz, LR

Total mass : 3.37 M⊙; mass ratio :0.80;



! the torii are generically more massive
! the torii are generically more extended 
! the torii tend to stable quasi-Keplerian configurations
! overall unequal-mass systems have all the ingredients 
needed to create a GRB



Extending the work to ideal MHD 

Giacomazzo, LR, Baiotti (2009)

•can B-fields be detected during the inspiral?
!NO: present and future GW detectors will not be 
sensitive enough to measure the small differences 

NSs have large magnetic fields and it is natural to ask:

Giacomazzo, LR, Baiotti (2010)

•can B-fields be detected in the HMNS? 
!YES (in principle): different B-fields change the survival 
time of the HMNS (effect may be degenerate)

LR, Giacomazzo, Baiotti, + (2011)

•can B-fields grow after BH formation?

!YES: B-fields are subject to instabilities and rotation of 
the BH introduces preferred direction for field geometry



Animations:, LR, Koppitz

Typical evolution for a magnetized binary 
(hot EOS) M = 1.5M⊙, B0 = 1012 G





J/M2 = 0.83 Mtor = 0.063M⊙ taccr � Mtor/Ṁ � 0.3 s



t ~27mst ~21ms

t ~15mst ~13ms

Missing link: First time a magnetic jet is produced 
from ab-initio calculation; opening angle is ~ 30o



LR, K. Takami, 2012

From star collisions to 
particle collisions



A dynamical hoop conjecture

The question is very simple:
what are the conditions under which a black hole can be 
formed from the collision of two self-gravitating objects?

Numerical-relativity simulations can provide clues

The answer does not exist yet: 
no sufficient/necessary conditions are known. Some 
guidance is offered by Thorne’s hoop conjecture

Not a rigorous condition! 
It’s difficult to measure 
energy in a volume in GR.

Rhoop ≤ RS = 2MG/c2



vb

vb
“star”subcritical

black hole

supercritical

The process in a cartoon

metastable object

 All of this is rather 
obvious; less obvious is 

that the metastable object 
shows a critical behaviour

(Jin et al 2007, Kellermann, LR et al 2010)



A brief introduction to critical behaviour

Given a series of initial data 
parametrized by a scalar quantity 
P, the critical solution at P* will 
separate two basins of attracting 
solutions. 

Solutions near the critical one will 
survive on the critical manifold for 
a certain time before evolving 
towards the corresponding basin

The critical solution is attractive on 
the critical manifold C, ie all but 
one mode converge towards Z*



Typical subcritical collision

The different panels show 
snapshots of the rest-mass 
density at representative 
times for a subcritical 
binary. 

Note the metastable object 
in panels 2-5. 
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Typical supercritical collision
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The different panels show 
snapshots of the rest-mass 
density at representative 
times for a supercritical 
binary. 

Note the metastable object 
in panels 2-5. 



Different dynamics for different boosts
vb/c = 0.3 vb/c = 0.8

Jet-like flow:    
max density is at 
the origin; most 
matter is bound

Blast-wave flow: 
min density is at 
the origin; most 
matter is unbound



vb/c = 0.5

(γb ≈ 1.15)

vb/c = 0.3

(γb ≈ 1.05)

Jet-like flow: 
max density is 
at the origin; 
most matter is 
bound

W

−ut

ρ

vb/c = 0.8

(γb ≈ 1.67)

Blast-wave flow: 
min density is at 
the origin; most 
matter is unbound

vb/c = 0.7

(γb ≈ 1.40)



A simple scaling behaviour
For any value of the boost 
we can compute the 
threshold between BHs 
and NSs and find this 
follows a simple scaling law

Relevant limits:

For divergent kinetic energies, the critical BH has infinitesimal mass

�γ� → 1 : Mc → 0.92M⊙

�γ� → ∞ : Mc → 0

Mc

M⊙
= K �γ�−n ≈ 0.92 �γ�−1.03

�γ� ≡
�
dV Tµνnµnν

(
�
dV Tµνnµnν)0
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The hoop conjecture revisited: M/R < 1/2
A scaling is observed also in terms of 
the initial stellar compactness, M/R, ie
�
M

R

�

c

= K � �γ�−n�
≈ 0.08 �γ�−1.13

The “mass/energy” in the lab frame is

Mlab ≡ �γ�M

    is largest scale in that frame (transverse 
direction is Lorentz contracted)
R R

Hence, a black hole is obtained if 
�
Mlab

R

�

c

= K � �γ�1−n�
≈ 0.08 �γ�−0.13

This condition represents 
the kinetic formulation 
of the hoop conjecture



Conclusions

! Calculations reveal novel aspects of BH dynamics and provide 
insight on horizons as screens of spacetime dynamics.

!GWs from BNSs are much complex/richer than from BBHs: 
can be the Rosetta stone to decipher the NS interior.

!Magnetic fields unlikely to be detected during the inspiral but 
important after the merger (amplified by dynamos/instabilities)

!Collisions of selfgrav. fluids show simple scaling and kinetic hoop 
conjecture; extrapolation to LHC scales suggests BHs are unlikely 

!Numerical relativity is more than just solving a problem: it is 
about exploring fundamental physics and astrophysics.


